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You cannot give this bonus report away for free.
You do not have the rights to redistribute this bonus report.

Copyright@ All Rights Reserved

Warning! This is a copyrighted material; no part of this guide may be 
reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronic, or 
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or transmitting by any 
informational storage or retrieval system without expressed written, dated 
and signed permission from the author. You cannot alter, change, or 
repackage this document in any manner.

Jestine Yong reserves the right to use the full force of the law in the 
protection of his intellectual property including the contents, ideas, and 
expressions contained herein. Be aware that eBay actively cooperates in 
closing the account of copyright violators and assisting in the legal 
pursuit of violations.

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES

This Bonus report is for informational purposes only and the author does 
not accept any responsibilities or liabilities resulting from the use of this 
information. While every attempt has been made to verify the information 
provided here, the author cannot assume any responsibility for any loss, 
injury, errors, inaccuracies, omissions or inconvenience sustained by 
anyone resulting from this information. Most of the tips and secrets given 
should only be carried out by suitably qualified electronics 
engineers/technicians. Please be careful as all electrical equipment is 
potentially dangerous when dismantled. Any perceived slights of policy, 
specific people or organizations are unintentional. 

If you have any information regarding the illegal reselling or duplication 
of this bonus report, please report it to 
jestineyong@electronicrepairguide.com for your reward.
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The Importance of Surrounding Components In 
Electronic Circuit

Troubleshooting and repairing electronic equipment can really make us 
have a great satisfaction whenever a problem is solved. You don’t mind 
how many hours have been spent especially if you are a beginner and 
your only focus is to find out the fault and make the equipment work 
again. What you want is experience and the fun of learning new things as 
you progress to search deeper about electronic repair. 

But some of us as electronic trouble-shooter gave up easily if come across 
problems that are difficult to solve, perhaps you do not understand how 
the circuit work and I myself was in this situation before. Don’t worry if 
you don’t understand how a particular circuit work as you read on I will 
provide some solution for you. 

Usually a repair technician or engineer has a procedure of their own style 
of repairing equipment. I can say most of us as electronic repairer 
perform a test first to see what the fault is before begun to open up the 
equipment and repair. For example, a Monitor with one bright white 
horizontal line across the screen reveals to us that the fault is in the 
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vertical section or circuit. Once the cover opens, we will head straight to 
the vertical section and look for dry joints, perform voltage testing, check 
for related components, test vertical yoke coil and even direct replace the 
vertical IC. 

This is a normal procedure for those who have vast experience in 
electronic repair and truly understand how a particular circuit works. 
What if you are new in this repair field or don’t really understand how the 
circuit work? Then how are you going to solve the problem? Easy! Just 
direct replace the suspected section IC and check all the surrounding 
components. Let me put it into a better picture. A colour problem usually 
related to the colour board of a Monitor. 

If you don’t understand how a colour circuit work-never mind, what you 
do is just direct replace the colour IC (usually the board will have two 
IC’s-one is the video pre-amplifier and the other is video driver IC) and 
retests the Monitor. If the Monitor works fine then your problem solved. 
However, if the problem still remains, then you have to use another 
method which is checking all the surrounding components. 

You would not believe that many times the IC is not at fault and the real 
culprit was the surrounding components like a shorted ceramic capacitor, 
diode or even transistor.  Two weeks ago, I came across a LCD Monitor 
with display shut off after few seconds. After some checking I confirmed 
that it was the inverter board faulty. It’s a small board with many SMD 
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components on it except the high voltage transformers and couples of 
electrolytic capacitors. The inverter IC is a SMD as well and I do not 
have this part. I proceed to check the surrounding components first before 
decide to order the inverter IC online. Do you know what I found? I 
found a shorted SMD capacitor somewhere nearby the inverter IC. The 
value was 0.15 microfarad and a new capacitor brought the LCD Monitor 
back to life again. 

Another case, it was a China made 15” Monitor, the high voltage rise up 
to 15 KV and shutdown after tested it with a high voltage probe. I suspect 
the horizontal circuit is causing the problem but a new h/v oscillator 
(TDA4857PS IC) won’t help either. Next I just solder out all of the 
surrounding components (components only related to horizontal pin out) 
and check one by one and found one of the resistor has gone up in 
resistance. I do have the choice to start tracing from the pins of the IC but 
I found removing all surrounding components and test which is faster.  
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This method also can be use if you can’t find any data for a particular IC, 
for example a new equipment model in the market. As mentioned above 
it is not necessary always IC’s fault. However, if you have confirmed that 
all of the surrounding components tested okay then chances are high that 
the IC indeed faulty. This is true only if you are really sure that the circuit 
is the cause of the problem. In other words, you would not replace 
horizontal/vertical oscillator IC when there is a colour problem would 
you?

Although you can repair electronic equipment by checking all of the 
surrounding components, in fact I do encourage you to learn beyond than 
that such as voltage and signal tracing as these methods can really speed 
up your repair work. You must also learn how to read a schematic 
diagram as well. I want you to know that some problems can’t be solved 
by only checking surrounding components. 

For instance, if the h/v oscillator IC didn’t send a signal to the gate pin of 
B+ FET, the display will become small (small width). Now if you check 
all the surrounding components in the B+ circuit, I’m sure you would not 
find any bad component there because the problem is in the h/v oscillator 
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IC and this IC is located a bit far from the B+ circuit. Your time will be 
wasted and the problem can’t be solved! 

Conclusion- This bonus report act as a guide to assist you so that you can 
use the checking surrounding components method on whatever type of 
equipment you want to repair include boards that use lots of SMD IC’s. 

Your basic electronics and testing skill have to be strong otherwise a bad 
component you might think it is good and at the end you will not be able 
to detect the fault. Continue to learn and improve yourself and I believe 
one day you shall achieve what you want to be. All the best to you!


